The core idea of CILLA is to recruit into our Linguistics and Anthropology Ph.D. programs promising graduate students from indigenous communities in Latin America. The students focus on documentary and descriptive linguistics, which we take as the starting point for both scientific study and community language activism.
Introduction
This poster presents our experiences since 2001 with the University of Texas' Center for Indigenous Languages of Latin America (CILLA).
Emiliana Cruz and Hilaria Cruz, Chatino language activism through documentation and training in Cieneguilla & San Juan Quiahije, Oaxaca.
We hope to encourage those in other universities contemplating such a program for themselves in a way that suits their own interests, needs, and world position.
The poster gives a short history of CILLA; a description of its organization and program operation; a discussion of research on indigenous languages of Latin America by students and faculty; and an assessment of the impacts of the program so far. 
CILLA Faculty
The entire Linguistics and Anthropology faculties teach CILLA students, but the following have special interests in Latin American indigenous languages Anthropologists are encouraged to take the linguistics core courses
• At least one faculty member serves as a mentor who is familiar (or makes him/herself familiar!) with the linguistics of each student's native language in order to guide the student's progress
How CILLA fits in Linguistics and Anthropology
• Indigenous students get the normal training in linguistics or anthropology while also pursuing the documentation, description, and preservation of their community language
• We encourage all students to work closely with different faculty and define themselves multiply (e.g., as documentary-descriptivist and specialist in language X and syntactician or linguistic anthropologist)
• We encourage all first-year students to "bond" as they take the core courses together (they seem to do it anyway!) 
Student Funding
• Background. We have relatively large graduate programs and relatively little graduate support (But tuition is low and many students find TA-ships in other departments)
• UT was generous in providing initial support for indigenous students, with the expectation that outside funding would come along...but our early efforts were not too successful
• In 2004, The Ford Foundation's International Fellowship Program (http:fordifp.net/) proposed to fund indigenous students from five Latin American countries at UT, based on CILLA's experience and on their mission to work with "candidates from social groups...that lack systematic access to higher education" They now fund three of our students
• Two indigenous students (a US citizen and a US resident) received NSF graduate fellowships
• One indigenous student is funded by Fulbright
• Several have received departmental funding in Linguistics and in Anthropology, or worked as GRAs for the Archive of Indigenous Languages of the Americas
RESEARCH

Fostering Research
• Premise Training indigenous students profoundly influences the type and quality of documentary linguistic research by graduate students and faculty (whether or not they are working in their own communities)
• 
IMPACTS OF TRAINING
Academic and Institutional Impacts
Training indigenous students in language documentation and description
• Introduces crucial but usually-absent native speaker perspectives to Latin American languages at all levels, especially syntax, semantics, lexicon, discourse, and ethnography of speaking
• Asserts and helps meet a responsibility to communities whose languages we study (It's not enough just to make your overworked grad students "give back" to the community in their spare moments)
• Invites us to take indigenous students' (and their communities') linguistic agendas into account in our graduate teaching and research, for example o It helps focus linguistics on linguistic diversity alongside linguistic universality o It opens data-and document production, use, management, and archiving as methodological problems o It brings the theoretical/descriptive enterprise into direct dialog with community language advocacy (none of these are antithetical)
o It promotes productive interaction and exchange between students who are speakers of indigenous languages and those who are not, but who wish to work on them (it is very much a two-way street)
• We hope our experiences will encourage those in other universities contemplating such a program for themselves in a way that suits their own interests, needs, and world position
Community Impacts
• Our students have shown a strong commitment to return to their communities; we expect they will take leadership positions in both technical linguistic and language policy matters • We encourage a strongly collaborative approach in all projects, whether or not the linguists involved are community members
• We involve indigenous linguistic enterprises in projects and actively build links to them and to local scholars
• Some examples so far o B'alam Mateo-Toledo is coordinating a team of OKMA researchers in project on documentation of Mayan languages in Guatemala, and involving them in his own research, and has also worked with people in his own community o Chatino project members Emiliana and Hilaria Cruz have found and addressed high levels of local interest in literacy and language study both in their own community and other Chatino communities, teaching classes and training preceptors both in Oaxaca and in Austin o The Iquito project signed a multi-year contract with the Iquito community which has led to the training of local field workers and teachers, to extensive teaching materials, and to regular adult and youth classes in Iquito
